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Long Wheel base Coach wheel
Axleguard Units Type – LWB

for LNWR/NSR & oth ers

NB. Diagram not to scale.

LWBOC_7

Purpose

• To allow long wheelbase vehicles of either two or three axles to be used on
model curves and allow either a solid, compensated chassis, or if using the
axleguard W iron units sprung axleboxes.

• This etched part includes an optional inside bearing facility, for which 1/8”
bearings are supplied.  If used  is  necessary to remove one wheel from an axle 
push the axle through the bearings and re-assemble with the wheels at the
correct back-to-back setting; the axle extension should be removed carefully
so that the wheel or axle is not damaged so that the axle can twist between the
axleguards. The axleguards will need to be removed from the fold up unit and
fixed to the solebars.

• This ability to negoatiate tigher curves than normal for a long wheelbase
vehicle is given by using rotating outer axles. As they rotate outside the
wheelbase it gives an advantage over inside wheelbase systems as the body
and buffers offset from the track centres is reduced.

The Use of the parts sup plied in De tail.
• Solebar Depths.

There is no such thing as a standard solebar. However different manufacturers or
designs did tend to follow a favourite practice. In our range we now support a number of
variants. 
The long wheelbase option adopts the basic expectation that solebars of a minimum
depth of 10 3

8 inches are available. This is consistent with the standard RCH/MR and
POW I series axleguard units.

Long Wheel base Op tions Gen eral Notes
To complement the standard 4 wheel wagon fittings AMBIS have developed the 6
wheel and long wheelbase option fittings. These are supplied in three versions, one 
for small wheel vehicles, ie a standard 3 foot to 3 feet 1 inch wheel, one for normal
“W irons” usingt a larger 3 feet 7 inch wheel commonly associated with coaching
stock not goods wagons and a variant of this with a LNWR/NSR shape axleguard.
In all cases it has been assumed that the vehicles can be fully fitted, that is have 4
brake shoes per wheelset- except athe centre wheelset which was not ususally
brake fitted. Though this is standard practice on coaching stock some long wheel
base vehicles sit firmly in the freight stock category and may only be fitted with 4
shoe brakes. 
It is not assumed that a centre or third axle will be automatically fitted to any
vehicle.
Additionally brake shoes are supplied on both etchings for a 4 shoe per axle
braking system, as well as brake shoe hangers and the lever fittings that are usually
located unseen behind wheelsets. 
The axleguards are produced assuming a distance of 5 feet 11 inches between
solebars. In order to incorporate the flexibility of wheelbase required in the
opinion of AMBIS for model vehicles on model radius curves and wheelbases over
12 feet you should allow more movement than can be provided by loose fitting
wheelsets. 
Thus you may decide to remove the axleguard part from the basic etching and use
the inside axle bearing parts instead. If you choose to perform this surgery, the
subsequent method of locating and fixing the axleguard part, now wholly a
cosmetic and not functional part is not explored by these instructions. 
Note that when using inside bearings the remaining part of the axleguard
sub-assembly should be trimmed back from the edges to allow the unit to move.
Wheelbases provided for in the spine part:–
14 feet 15 feet

16 feet 17 feet 6 inches

18 feet 19 feet

19 feet 6 inches 20 feet

21 feet 22 feet
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The basic object of this option is to provide a pivot point
for the axleguard outside of the wheelbase. This pivot
point is designed to allow the axle to move at least 2
degrees off centre whilst still retaining the ability to rock
laterally if required. If inside bearings are used this must
be through compensation, not sliding axleboxes. Sliding
axleboxes are only possible using the axleguard proper.
This design is not a real Clemison truck where the
axleboxes can move radially within the axleguard.
To allow this lateral rotation may well mean cutting away
the rear of solebars if the axleguards are retained. This
cutting away should concentrate more on the inner edge
of the axleguard position within the underframes.
If the centre axle is required for the model provision has
been made for this axle to slide sideways and rock
laterally. For this to be effective it almost certainly means
the centre axle should be supported by inside bearings. A
sideways movement of 2mm in 7mm scale and 1mm in
4mm scale should be all that it is necessary to provide.
One way of controlling the movement of the centre axle
unit is to extend the outer axle pivot rods towards the
centre unit. Under all circumstances you should also
consider very lightly springing together the outer
axleguard units so that they normally line in the correct
position (a right angle to the longitudinal axis of the
vehicle). The overall weight of the vehicle should
overcome any radial forces applied to an axle unit whilst
it traverses a curve. The effect of the spring should not be
to pull the axle out of line so the axle derails itself. IF in
any doubt only fit the spring as a last resort. 
In the case of a three axle vehicle when the centre axle is
left independent of the outer axles the normal rule about
not fixing this rod close to a moving part must be broken,
it has to be fixed to the axleguard sub unit, or the ends
bent over or burred to prevent it falling out.  

In all cases where inside bearings are used before finally
committing the model check that the axle ends do not foul 
the axleguards when the bearing unit is rotated. This will
be primarily dependent upon solebar width, the
cleanliness of the axle end and the track radius the vehicle 
is required to work over.

Specific Differences.
To maintain correct buffer heights the shape of an
axleguard and the axle locating point differs from the
standard 3 feet/ 3 feet 1 inch axleguard for 3 feet 7 inch

The theory  of the Long Wheelbase Option.
Centre Offset = 3.5inches, 
Outer axle rotation = 2 degrees.

The difference between between wheelbase pivots and outside wheelbase pivots ( exagerated for clarity)
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wheel axleguards. The brake shoe pattern is different and
there are a small number of other fittings supplied on the
etching.
One of these is a set straight crown plates, a feature of
Midland stock, together with some more usual circular
crown plates fitted to the small wheel stock. Another is a
set of small parts which make up footstep brackets which
occurs only on the large wheel set. These are also based
upon the Midland Railway items, and are functional
rather than technically accurate.
No coupling hook parts for these vehicles are supplied as
part of the long wheelbase etchings, although drawbar
coupling plates are supplied to suit the kind of vehicles
that these axleguards were used with. AMBIS supplies an
etching from which screw couplings can be constructed
as a separate item.
The illustrated arrangements for 8 shoe brake gear are not 
the only types used by railways in Britain. The push
arrangement is fairly scarce and appears to be used by the

Midland Railway. Note that the hanger for the
compensater can be of either length version - it
depends upon your prototype.
The standard wheel option brake shoe hanger fixing
points may need to be removed from the axleguard
unit so that it can be turned upside down to cope with
the length of the actual hangers. If using the push-rod
fittings for 4 shoe vehicles (a separate AMBIS product)
the alternative fixing points can be used.
It was also  a common practice on coaching stock
chassis to hang the brake shoes at an angle so that they
would upon release of brakes, in theory, fall away from 
the wheel.

Other Small Parts.
• Drawbar Plates and Hooks, and Crown Plates

Each separate axleguard unit has a small number of
sundry other parts relevant to the spine/axleguard unit
construction method. 
The drawbar plates supplied fit different vehicles,
unashamedly those depicted on these etches are drawn
from Midland Railway practice. 

Two different type of clasp or 8 shoe brake gear arrangements
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Gen eral Notes
The pivot axis on the compensated axleguard units
should line up with the drawbar or coupling hooks. The
spine unit on the long wheelbase option has no ends to it
into which coupling may be fitted. The reason for this
was simply that there was too much variety in wheelbases 
and vehicle lengths to be accommodated. 
A fold up brack is supplied which may be used behind
headstocks through which a coupling hook can fit to
retain the axleguards at least while construction is in
progress.
But it is possible to use a rod, which could be sprung, to
connect the coupling hooks at each end of a wagon
together. The width of the spine unit is one scale foot.
This would fit between many vehicle underframe
members and therefore would be relatively unobtrusive. 
If you are converting or using AMBIS parts with some
other manufacturers kits they may include as part of a
moulding some of the chassis members that wagons
possessed. We have found it difficult to retrospectively fit 
AMBIS underframe parts to these wagons without causing 
some damage to the wagon floor part of the kit. The
required adjustment, which is to remove the centre of the
middle bearers and the timbers that cross the area of the
axleguards can be done before the kit is assembled.
If you are proceeding to fit other AMBIS underframe parts
it may in fact be easier to replace the whole floor unit IF it
has the main chassis framework attached to it. 
To adapt each axleguard to these purposes you will need
to modify each one. Fixed axleguards actually need no
modifications unless the underfloor of the wagon is not
the correct height to take the AMBIS  units.  For
compensated units six pieces of the main axleguard unit
will need to be removed. A good pair of side cutters will
be able to perform this operation after the axleguard has
been bent to shape. Sprung or sliding axleboxes will need

careful surgery before folding takes place.
AMBIS suggests that you concentrate on this
part of the assembly during the axleguard
construction phase.

Con struc tion - Gen eral Notes.
1. Seek out the information you need for

your vehicle’s construction. Then
identify the correct parts on the etchings.

2. Prepare wherever possible the parts
without removing any more than
necessary from the etchings . For
example try fitting the bearings in the
holes. If a good fit is not obtained take a
round file to large holes or a cutting
broach to smaller holes and apply one or
other gently to the metal.

3. Where parts have been removed make
sure the edges are clean enough for use -
apply a small flat file gently to the metal
to remove connecting tags that hold the
items together. 

4. Make sure, if soldering or even glueing,
that the parts are clean enough to work on. Our
goods are usually fairly clean but can be
contaminated by greasy fingers. Use your preferred
method - fibre brushes are good but create small
hairs that easily penetrate skin. A fine grade or wet
& dry paper may scratch the metal surface. A
cleaning agent such as grinding paste can leave a
residue. Chemical solvents can be dangerous in
confined spaces. The choice is yours.

5. AMBIS would recommend soldering metal under
nearly any circumstance is preferable to glueing.
This may not be your preferred method of
construction - but it is your choice.

6. One way of “painting” parts is to use a chemical
blackening agent. These will not always work on
unclean surfaces. Also they can corrode materials if
the agent is not washed away after use. Some
blackening agents are marked poisonous by the
distributors.

7. Take careful note of the order of construction
advice. Some sequences can be changed or are not
important - others can be quite critical to make
construction relatively easy. AMBIS cannot feel
responsible if in doing your own thing a project goes 
badly wrong - but we may be able to help if you
contact us.
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Con struc tion.

The suggested general order of construction is:-

1. Prepare the vehicle for fitting the spine and axleguard parts

2. Make any necessary changes to the axleguard units.
3. Fold up the axleguard units and test fit them, including wheelsets into

axleguards and test fitting to the spine part. 

4. Fit the spine unit including the axleguard cradles into the vehicle body.

5. Add any details such as brake shoe hangers, adjusting their fixing points as
necessary.

6. Actually fit wheelsets into axleguards.

7. Fit axleguards into the cradles.
8. Attach other details such as crown plates at any convenient later stage.

• Spine Unit.

Choose the correct wheelbase locating marks and check that the rivet hole is clean
enough to pass the locating rivet through. 

• Axleguards.

Once the correct set of brake shoe hanging points have been identified, remove the
others from the etching. Remove the axlebox parts from the centre of the unit. Make sure 
the pivot holes are clear and will take the pivot rod. Smooth to your satisfaction any
burrs, tab marks or etch lines as necessary.
If you are using sliding or sprung axleboxes cut away the centre section of each
axleguard and clean up the edges of metal. Make the sliding unit from the additional
parts on the etching and test fit to each axleguard. After folding up the axleguard unit
check if the sliding units need packing inwards to suit the wheelset or axle/bearing
combination you are using.
Break out of the fret the parts 
The  spacing cradle - up and test that it fits over the spine unit. A small raised lip on the
inner end and the rivet point are the only parts of the rotating axleguard units that should
touch on the spine. The retainer should fit into the etched slot in the cradle and over spine 
and the centre etched holes should line up.

For centre axles line up the cradle with the retainer across the centre slot in the spine unit.
Prepare to bend up the four side pieces to the main axlewguard unit. 
If using the inner bearing unit  check that  the locating tabs fit into the slots in the main
unit and fit into the whole in the base. 
Fold up the cross  member parts NOT FORGETTING TO INSERT THE INNER
BEARING UNIT FIRST IF THESE ARE REQUIRED then the W iron ends if these are
being retained. 
Compensation.
If you are fixing this unit either because :–

1. You like fixed suspension wagons.

2. You are going to spring the axleboxes.

3. At one end on a compensated vehicle the axleguard is fixed.
Just fold the sides up and some tabs will emerge on the other side of the part.

Drawbar plate (product CP/7)

Brake Hanger Fixing Points

Spring locating slot
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If you are compensating this
axleguard when bending up
the sides make sure the tabs
are bent also so they do not
emerge from the top side of
the unit OR cut them off after
the unit is bent to shape,
otherwise the rocking motion
of the unit will be impaired.
Bend the lateral side of the
axleguard sub-assembly over
first. If in doubt about this
process clamp the small part
in a vice with the half etched
guide line visible and in line
the jaws and push the main
unit over until it is a right
angles to the side. Repeat the
operation with the opposite
side. The actual Ws can only
be bent over in a vice if the
jaws (or firm jaw extensions)
fit between the side members.
Bend these over next. 
If in doubt about this method
use a pair of wide flat nosed
pliers. Be cautious however if
you do use pliers they can
stretch the metal out of shape
making it difficult to make the 
final shape accurately. If you
use pliers make the fold
slowly a few degrees at a time
all the way down the fold line.
For rigidity solder the corners
of the W iron unit together .

The slots/holes in the cross members are provided for
those intending to use sprung axleboxes

• Brake hanger shoe fixing points.

Depending upon you wheel standards it may be
necessary to move the brake hanger fixing points. We
advise that the fixing units should be equally spaced from 
the centre line of the vehicle at a distance apart equal to
your track gauge. For most of the axleguard units this can
be achieved by breaking off the part attached to the
axleguard unit. If the fixing points do not need to be
removed simply fold them over towards the half etched
lines and backwards to lie along the outside of the
axleguard unit.

• We suggest you use the keyhole method to fit
wheelsets and bearings. 

For sprung or sliding axleboxes the journal positioning
piece in part A  should be removed from the fret and parts
10 and 11 used  to make up a real sliding axlebox. 
If springing wheelsets make up the strengthener unit and
remove the keyhole shaped section as in the diagram 
then check that this will freely slide up and down the W
iron before continuing.

• Wheelset fittings 

From now onwards in the stages of construction you can
fit the wagon bearings and wheelset into the axleguard
unit. If working with sprung axleboxes fiingx the tie-bar
in place to stop the wheelsets falling out of the
axleguards.
The large wheel option has been provided with two
alternative axlebox straps. The narrower version is that
used by the Midland Railway. Cut away the type you do
not want.
Make sure the axleguard unit is square and flat, especially 
if it is not a compensating or sprung unit.

1 2 3 4

Levelling Tabs - Remove to compensate

Levelling Tab - Remove for compensation
                         - Bend over for springing

Inner axlebox -
use sigularly
 as stengthener,
OR fold up three layers
for sliding axleboxes

Strengthener
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The LNWR/NSR axleguards are provided with overlays, which you can chose to fit to
the outside of solebars if this is required.

When ready secure the axleguards in place by running a wire/tube through the holes in
axleguards retainer,- spacer cradle and the main unit. It will only be possible to use the
recommended fixing method eliminating a risk that the axleguard unit will be fixed
“solid” if the moving axleguard unit is fitted by attaching this to the retainer ONLY.
alternative is to use the rivet as a fixing point, but be sure not to spread solder or glue
down on to the axleguard cradle so that it is not free to move.
Make sure the rocking unit is free enough to move, if not flex outwards the fold up parts
of the cradle  items until the required movement is obtained.
The axleguard ties or straps do have a real purpose if the axleboxes are lose. These
should only be folded over the bottom of the axleguard when you are sure the
construction of the vehicle can proceed to the next stage. 

• Long Wheelbase Variations.

Enough parts are supplied with these etchings to construct the brakes for each wheelset.
The Y shaped pull rods are not included however - we ran out of space.
The brake shoes or blocks should be laminated each from three parts. The earlier series
brakes were unevenly shaped - ie they were not universal. 
Behind the actual wheel is a lever arrangement that on 8 shoe brakes applies brakes
equally to both sides of a wheel. It would in the prototype be attached to the chassis
members in a floating fashion. In order to overcome the practices used by modellers
these fixing points are placed on the inner bearing sub assembly part 9. Only one of the
set of fixing points will usually be needed per wheelset. This depends upon the type of

brakes you are modelling. (Please see diagram to illustrate). Midland Railway Brake
vans for example used a more complicated method of transferring the brake “pull” over
the axle and use two compensating beams.
The illustration exaggerates the angle at which the compensater unit usually lies. If not
using the inner wheel bearings cut off this part of the unit so that the brake lever
mounting points can still be used.

• Drawbar plate (product CP/7)

Brake Hanger Fixing Points

• Spring locating slotFootboard Supports.

The stepboard parts should fold up to fit over a solebar from the bottom (please see
diagram). A lower level footboard may be fitted using a rod soldered into the pop mark
on the underside of the item (the lower footboard is not supplied).
NOTE.
We are aware that these axleguard types will not cover all patterns of vehicles that ran on
British railways. Though AMBIS intends to enlarge this range when appropriate,
commissions for specific and rare patterns can be accepted but only providing the
customer funds the development of such a product. Please contact AMBIS for further
details and current costings.
AMBIS hopes that you have been pleased by the parts you have just used and will be
encouraged to delve further into the underworld of the underframe and in doing so make
use of other AMBIS parts.
We are always interested in comment about our products and reserve the right to change
them as a consequence.

Proprietor: Alan Austin, 27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford , Essex IG1 3LQ
VAT No. 506 2751 63 Exhibitions/Mail Order Only.
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